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19r PREFACE

The first part of this manuscript, Part I, related the "initial efforts" of
a teacher who attempted to apply the value clarification approach with his
eighth grade social. studies class.

To,review very briefly, the value clarification approach is concerned
with helping individuals utilize the seven processes of valuing, which
according to. Louis E. Raths are:

PRIZING orie's beliefs and behaviors
. i. prizing and cherishing

2., publicly affirming when appropriate
CHOOSING one's beliefs and_behaviors

3. choosinrot-alternati7.!es'
4. chooSing after consideration of consequences
-5. choosing freely

ACTING on one's beliefs-
6. acting
7. acting with a pattern, cpnsistency and repetition.

The object, therefore, is not to instill a particular set of valuese There is
a very important, indeed a fundamental distinction that needs to be made between
teaching the process-of valuing and teaching the content of people'S values!

In Part II,
evaluation tools
and the steps he
mentsv 0

a
-Barry-Kingman disc9seg his concern for the need to deve).op
-to-assess the effectiveness of the value clarification. approach
took to design such formative and Summative-evaluative instru=

Of special interest is the way in which the author analyzeS the,data he
compiled and, then modifies his teaching strategies to increase the effectiveness
of the value, clarification approach. This clear example of the use of formative
evaluation highlights one of the most significant dangers of relying too '
heavily on summative-evaluation. If- e delay evaluatibn until after the
instruction (course, unit, etc.) then we no longer are in a position to benefit
frot this feedback and to make the necessary, modifications that would-allow-us
to increase the'effectiveness of the teaching- learning. experience.

Stony Brook, New York Eli Seifman (General Editor)
AHA/HEP Occasional Paper Series
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The Development of Value Clarification Skills:
Initial Efforts in an. Eighth Grade Social Studies Class

Part II

Barry Kingma0
June 8, 1974

In a ,paper submitted to ERIC last spring I pointed to the

need to hear from teachers trying_ to incorporate new method's into

their classroom activities. I diSoussed My first attempts with the

value ,clarification techniques suggested by Louis Raths and his

associates. This -paper Continues the -discussion covering my efforts

from January through the end of the year.* Seven months after

'encountering Raths, I am convinced that values present a- key

chall4'ngeto_social studies teachers. I am also left with, strong

doubts about how effective I have been The limitations of the

evaluation tools I used make it difficult to assess my successor

failure. It might 'well be that I have failed more than otherwise. I

.dO not feel that this is cause for discouragment. Educators are

faied ;rt enormously- complex process, mhch of which is simply'

not .understood. It should not be surprising that meaningful

,development does _not come easy.

Before moving into the Specifics of -my clasSroom experiments,

a brief discussion of the materials on which they are based might

be helpful. Louis Raths and his associates approach values with an

,
emphasis on skills rather than specific values. They provide a..

.
, \...._

*I
am a part-tithe teacher at. Harbor Country Day School on

Long and a full-time graduate student in,history at SUNY
Stony .Brook. Although my situation is somewhat unique, like most,
teachers I face two general9problems in trying to deVelop new
teaching techniques : ,I have not done pedagogical research ,on a
doctoral level and I have a buSy schedule.
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a se- ries,of technique for developing these skills based on seven

:underlying' instructions to' the teacher:

1. Encourage children to make choices, and to make
them freely.

2 Help them discover and examine 'available alternatives
when faced with choices,

j.'Help.children weigh Alternatives- thoughtfully,
reflecting on th'elconsequences of each.

4. Encourage children to consider what it is that they
prize and cherish.

5. Give-them opportunities to make public Affirmations of
their' choices,

6. 'Encourage them to act, behave, live in accordance with
their choices.

7. Help- them to examine repeated behavior's oi patterns
in their life'. '1

The mere existence of this outane ind-les a contradiction

in Raths' approach. He emphasizes free choice, while forcing or

manipulating students to follow his .model. This year I have faced a

similar contradiction. To insure .free choice, I have tried to break

/
down the blinders, of the students' socialization; yet this itself

was a limitation of choice. These contradictions, however,- are more

theoretical than real. Whatever the limits of choice implicit in

my approach and in Raths', they have far more potential for free

choice than any alternative short of chaos, and that has its own

confinement.

Lawrence Kohlberg approaches value clarification more empirically.

He points to ttudies that "didactic ethical instruCtionft and attempts

at home to develop "good habits" have little effect.
2
These studies

lead to two further conclusions. The first claims that morality is

merely a response to the specifics of'a givensituatioh.tThe second
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claims that morality is determined in early ;childhood and stems

from "deep emotional tendencies and defenses." Kohlberg admits that

''these nihilistic interpretations have a limited validity, but stresses

the more hopeful results of his eighteen year study of fifty-male

youths interviewed at three year intervals. The studyindicates that

children develop through six moral.s44W1glilicINtural studies
,11

indicate that these stages are universal, embedded in human nature

rather than in specific cultures (although isolated, pre-literate

cultures can limit develoP). Advancement to the higher, stages

includes "an increasing ,awareness of justice and A disentangling of

justice from the particular'Accepted rules of the culture.° It also

means an increasing capacity for moral judgements which "unlike

%udgements of prudence or esthetics, tend to be universalistic,

nclusive, consistent, and to be grounded in objective impersonal

r Ideal4i.ounds." Kohlberg's age chart indicates that most of my
\ k

students at age thirteen would be at the two stages with a "good-boy"

and an "authoriWand social-order maintaining" orientation.3

Although Kohlberg emphasi9s skill development, he denies that

all, values are relative and urges that we go beyond value clarification.

Raths is ambiguous' on this point._ He says that values are relative

to our environment, but in a discussion of bigotry he implies that

it is something which should be discouraged regardless of what it is

relative to;
8
My own approach has followed Kohlbeqs,advice. I

pursue value clarification by trying to free children from a narrow

socialization Pio expose them to a wider spectrum of choice, but

ultimately I impose the limits of anew, broader socialization which

stresses the development af humane sensitivity. It limits.choice, but

not in the parochial sense of patriotism and respect for the teacher.

00006
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It does not stress specific. values, but rather a broad awareness .of

man's potential for suffering and happiness.

David Krathwohl, Benjamin ,Bloom and their associates have

expressed-concern about the lack of clear affective educational

goals, In response to the problem, they have separated affective from

cognitive goals and organized a_lineutrall hierarchical taxonomy

based on increasing complexity, abstractness and internalization.

(See Appendix The taxonomy is divided into five major Categories

beginning With receiving. At this level the learner "is sensitized to

the existence of certain phenomena and stimuli"" and he' is " willing to

receive or to attend to them.' At the third level the student develops

,a belief that "a thind, phenomenon, or behavior has worth." At the

fifth level the student has developed a consistent value system or

"world- view" sufficiently internalized that he often acts upon it

unconsciously. Krathwohl points out that developMent on the higher levels,

will probably not result from the efforts of a single course.
9

At one point Krathwohl provides a list of actions, asks the reader
. .

to respond by identifying where they fit on the taxonomy and then .

provides his own resporises.,On a third of the actions my responses*did

not agree with his. I went back and .reread his discussion of the

taxonomy and still had difficulty resolving the disagreement. The

problem here might have been my lack of understanding, but I alSo

suspect that the taxonomy is somewhat ambiguous. The authors admit

in, their introduction that they faced greater difficulty on

affective than on the cognitive taxonomy. In, spite of this ambiguity

the taxonomy has been helpful in placing my, work with values in a wider

O

framework. It has sensitized me to the limits of my impact. After a year's
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work with values I have found no evidence of value activity beyond

the taxonorkes third stage.

Raths, Kohlberg and. Krathwohl all approach value development

with frameworks which transcend specific values. These frameworks

*doaccomodate a variety of value systems, but they are not all

. inclusive. Their basis in Western logic and a premise of instability

would,reject traditional Afripan value systems which tend towards

the preservation of relatively stable traditions. There is no assurance

that.Man has become happier or known abetter quality of life due

to the use of Western type value systems. None of the above writers,

however,.even.considers that there might be an alternative to the

'Western approach. My own experience has found the Western approach
. .

helpful and preferable to the Afrioan alternative; (I have lived in

Africa for three years. -) The material powbr resulting from change
. / .

.
/

and Western logic presents the potential for abreater diversity of

human experience and provides protection in an aggressive international

system. Nonetheless, in face of doubts about whether Western man is

really any happier for his material wealth, it would seem unfair to

teach the Western approach without at least creating an awareness of

the traditional African alternative -- and others as well.

Speaking on the freedom to learn in 1945, Carl Becker said that he was-

less concerned about this issue in the high schools because that was

a time to learn the facts. 10 Twenty years later, Arno Bellack's

observations indicated that contempOrary teachers, whatever their

rhetorid, were following Becker's advice. They were consistently

using a fairly rapid teacher solicitation, student response, teacher

reaction pattern on material that required memory rather than higher
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cognitive processes. 11 With such a "classroom language" there is

little potential for dealing with values.

There should certainly be a place in the classroom for now

data to expand undeveloped perspectives, but the reality revealed

--by Bellackls observations indicates a failure to balance this need

for data with other equally important needs. This problem 1.1as'been

so extensively discussed over the past century that the failure seems

to bcr lesi one of understanding than implementation. The'data trap

seems to have an'irresistable attraction similar to the mileage

syndrome on a long trip: you, always want to makeva few miles more.

Hunt and Metcalf present, one way to avoid the trap; begin with

12
,reflection and let it determine what and how much data is needed.

The problem is that such an approach requires a flexibility that.is
. .

/

impossible with a fixed curriculum. or a text book orientation. Even

if the teacher is willing to be flexible, he faces the problem of

finding the needed data and making it available to his students,

In a school with -a limited library I have found it helpful to give

brief lectures when data not found- in the readings is needed.

Writing for the National Council for the Social Studies, Richard

Gross says that during a value discussion tire teacher should maintain

focus and calm and "see that the class perceit Is the objectives in

the study; that it really understands the issues involved and their

implications."
13

While the teacher undoubtedly must do this at first

to establish a model, it would seem equally important to encourage
.

the students to do this themselves, even if the diseussion becomes

less efficient and sophisticated. Students are probably influenced
-

more by process than content anyway; bett-dr a process of responsibility
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ar self initiative than one of dependence.

Grosi:also stresses the need for compromise in discussing

controversial issues: Kohlbeig,criticizes this approach as a facade

14 °
for forcing -Sub-cultures into amiddle class mold. While a certain

level of consensus and compromise is essential for a functiOning

social order, one can easily think of compromises which should not

be made. If a 'fellow soldier is killing innocent civilians, should

an objecting comara4e-agree to a reduction of tne victims 'by half?

Rather than stressing compromise, it would seem better to bring up

the issue of when -compromise is justifiable and when it is not.

In Self- Awareness Through Group Dynamic's, Robert Reichert

stresses that. true education must h ve an impact on life style.

The thoughts of the classrooth must linked to action. He proposes

that the link be encouraged througt simulated experiences. for

example, during a unit on Ptedom and rsponsibility he would use a

simulation where the students are divided into groups and told to

_hold their arms out as long as possible, even if it hurts. Those who

let their arms down would make their whole group suffer. This experience

followed by a discussion of how the different people felt and

1
behaved..

5 I have not yet tried Such simulationSbecause at first I

felt that they would be superficial and contrived. A recent experience

at a workshop for teachers, however, has changed my mind. A discussion

full of glib rhetoric was made productive by a simulation that forced

the participants to consider their words in terms of real action.

Raths also stresses the thought-action link. He proposes action

projects where students would try to have an impact on their community.

SuCh projects might be good learning experiences and might establish

a model of active concern, but they have serious ]imitations. Raths
* 1

American 7istorical Assoc., Faculty Developmen Program, William Taylor
Director.



-8-

sees these projects, as a means of showing the students that they

have power.
16

In fact children and adolescents are virtually

powerless. Until recently they could be expelled from school ..ithout

'the fourteenth amend ent protection given adults. The result is

that action projects must, be limited to marginal activities like the,

student campaign promoting seat belts described, by Raths. (Even here'the
acsonrY

Ais necessarily a token due to lack of resources.) It is difficult
. , .

to imagine school administrators tolerating an action project to

\
limit the principal's punishment powers, or to organize a truly

. 1
independent student newspaper. fn.face of these realities action

,

projects face the clinger of enc curaging meaningless:gestures as a
-.7-

substitute for real action. This'does not,mean action projects should'
J

be eliminated. Proposed projects within school rules might !he

.

encouraged, but with a discussionlof the realities of power and,tokenism.

/ \
.

With ,more radical projects the teacher might initiate discussion of
. 7

1. .

possible consequences and then withdraw to let the students make their

own decision. The. teacher thenmdstexamine his values1 to decide
\

,

I how faVr he will support them if they decide to continu
i

e,

Several times this year my students'have shown a1sharp dnterest

in value discussion on issues clearly outside
,

their realm of action
i

, I

1

-- interventionism,, foreign aid,, abuse 'of presidential power, capital
!

4

punishment:- Since there can be little potential for effective student

action in these areas& are the discussion worthwhile? Reginald
\

Archambault in an article in the Harvard Educational Revievr says yes.

...it would ,be dangerous to believe that success in moral
instruction in this lion- actin] sense would be trivial or
vacuous. For although it is true that knowing the good
does not guarantee the doing of it, it\is similarly true that
an absense of knowledge of the good and ,skill in judging the
,good often makes moral conduct impossible,, even .if one desirei

. 00011
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17
to do the good and has the will to u..o so.

I have often found it possible po translate value topics with

a low potential for action into issues in the 'students school life

where at least some action is possible. Presidential abbse of power

might be translated into teacher abuse of pewer. Foreign aid problems

Might be brought home by relating them'to the issues of financial

aid for poor students.
. -

Raths hripgf up a further problem in developing the thought-

!

action link. Weacher police duties place them among those limiting 'student

liactions. Raths,acceptsthis ane merely urges,the teacher to be honest

18 -%
about his position. But to confinethe studentswithin the rules

is to guide them into a conservative or liberal mold. To= ermit a

radical option, it would seem better to leave open the possibility

of breaking the rules as long as the students consider in advance

the possibility of punishment.

Perhaps as fundamental as the need for a link between thought and

action is a need for a free flow of ideas without closed topics or
r 1

taboo opinions. I have already mentioned doubts that the skills of

Western logic necessarily lead to social progress. However, given that

American soCiet)\suffers from an underdeveloped sense of social
. \

justice and is still not even approaching an equitable distribution

of it& resources, it seems to me that, hdtever dim the hope, there

q
is a greater potential in change than in stability. Thus the need for

a free flow of ideas:even those which challenge sacred traditions.

Raths' ,concern for a. free flow, f ideas is reflected in his

emphasis oni alternatives. He specifies, however, that "available"

alternatives be considered. It is not clear what he means by available,

but this might impose a bias for moderation. Raths sees the media

t
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/ the ptoeritial for its own 'destruction,

If the discussion1 of alternatives is,to be more than mere sham,

the teacher has a majOr responsibility to break the blinders imposed
q

as a positivp force in the presentatioh of alternatives. 19
But if

- .
-

the media expose youth6 superficially to other cultures, they also

manipulate them into a moderate mold. Radical alternatives are
fS 7

simply left out or relegated_to some midnight talk show. The media,

'for example, haVe conlsistently based th
I

ir Watergate coverage on

/Wad a stimption that it. stems from evil men or inadequate laws

/ rather than from a dk1sfunctional social order. No or has looked to

.

tne predatory basis of our economic system as a possible4answer.

This should not be -surprising. One would be naive to expect the
. -

American ruling 0.ass'io use the mechanisms at its disposal to increase ,,

1 , . t .

.

-st .

by the media and the/present socialiiaZaon process. In face of this
y., i . . i

H to
, li

responsibilit3 there aislio time to present all the sides of an issue

as. Richard Grosz F:uggelsts.2° 'Students have already, been subjected to

\
an overdose of establishment alternatives. For real choice they now

1
\ \

need an awareness of new alternatives.
i

/ As a teacher who finds the predatory, basis of Atherican society

distasteful,
,7-

lard particularly willing to create 'this awareness. When
.

t,

issues come up I expre s my cooperative values, bUt as a learner

among learnerS." 21 In doing'oing sq I fulfill an obligation, to act upon

\\ "
my values And p sent th e students with non-establishment alternatives.

1 \
Anyone who suspects , I a ctually indoctrinating my students

need only observe the regUiarity w-th, which they contradict me.

Given the need for lifirst amendament,Tights in the classroom,

I

the constitution as interpreted in the courts gives the teacher only

N.. 00013
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partial protect on. The National Council for the Social Studies,

suggests: '

Qhrr/ent issues,,p1ariped or incidental should he calibrated
by the teacher like degrees on a thermometer. Those that
'regis'ter about 212pin the rocal climate of opinion are
usually best left alone. 22

. .

Until 1952government jobs were considered a privilege and any

restrictions on constitutional rights was acceptable. Although this

has been reversed, the degree to which teachers are free to speak has

still not been clear y defined by the courts. Most decisions protecti

i 1

, academic rreedll apply to the college leVel with greater restrictions

1,
.allowed'at a/high school leVel. As rate as 1965 in Parker v. Board

of :Education, the SUpreme Court ruled that a teacher could be fired

for assigning Brave_New:WoAd. SinO then the courts have moved

towards greater teacher protection, but in. 1971 a boutt of appeals

again stessed that teachers do not have completely' free speech:
.

i

.

.

Free speech.does pot grant.teachers a licjense to say or
write in'class.whateVer they may feel lite.... the

i
^"propriety of regulation of.sanctiens mus depend on such
circumstances as the age and,sophisiticat on of the students,
the closeness of the relation betwen th specific technique
used and some concedely valid educational objective, and
the context and manner,o presentatiOn. 2

1

To avoid unnecessary confrontations hool administrations

/

and teachers-the courts also require that clear guide-lines be

.established on what iscr is not acceptable.

Ika. teacher feels he has been dismissed in violation of his

rights/lie can sue for ninjuncti e relief and,damages" under the

CiVilitights Act of 1871. This also applies to teachers who have

lost their jobs because their contracts were not renewed.
24

-mice teach in a private school, constitutional protection

does, not apply. To ,protect myself, at the beginning of this year

00014
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(my,first), I usually discussed controversial materials with my

principal before presenting them to the class. I alsb made a point

of showing her othey materials I,was developing ins order to establish

"professional" credehtials.

After my first attempts with value clarification exercises,

I began -to sense a need for some sort of evaluation beyond mere

impressions. Blooin and his associates point to the tendancy of

teachers to expect about a third of the class to really understand

another third to-partly underktand and a final third to fail. They

criticize this as wasteful and ,claim that 90% with thorough under.

standing is not an *possible goal. 25 I was certainly noWhere

near this. TO increase efficiency Bloom recommends a mote preeise

Statement of goals and the development of evaluation devices to

determine the degree to which they are, fulfilled . He admits that

curriculum variation from class to class and school to school makes

, 2(2

it difficult .to deVelop ready-made evaluation materials. To help

teachers develop their own devices he presents a variety of techniques

including interviews and a projection technique whiCh presents an

image and has the students describe what thoy think As going on.

He also provides sample questionnaires designed to measure attainment

of diffkent levels on his ta:mmarnY.7

Bloom admits that affective evaluation devices face specii61

preblems.On questionnaires, students can hide behavior they feel will

,cause dlf.sapproval. Attempts to observe student behavior in natural

situations face logistical problems that make a systematic approach
1

difficult. Teachers usually do not have students long enbugh .for
.

mea6utable changes in the higher levels of the taxonomy. Changes

that do .occur mighv be only temporary. 28 It would also seem difficult
1

000
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to pin-point cause and, effect with something as complek as developing

a consistent life philosophy. Development that occurs might be due to

influences outside the classreom. Bloom and his associates do not

feel these problems are insurmountahle

Edmund Amidon and Arno Bellack have developed evaluation devices

(See Appendix III)
which measure classrcoM interaction.AThese too Is provide precise

information about classroom discussion that indicates whether or

not the students areactively using Various skills and the degree to

which the teacher is translating his discussion strategies into reality.

Amidon's system tells who is-' making a comment, where it is directed

and whether the comment is re-Sponding or initiating. It has been

`N
helpful in showing the degree to which interaction has been initiated

by the students and how -often interaction is between students rather

than between student and teacher. Without a large amount of student

initiative and student to student exchanges value clarification becomes

a teacher dominated process, with a high degree of student dependence.

lidon's system is limited because it does not indicate which, cognitive

processes are occurring and because out of fifteen categories, only

five are for students. Thus in student to student discussions, the

information provided is insufficient.29

Bel a k's system indicates who is speaking and whether4the comment

\is structur g soliciting, responding or reacting. His sydtem goes

beyond Amidon's, and indicates the logical and instructieny. content

of what is being said'. Thesystem's complexity is both an *d-and a
,

. .

barrier. Full utilization would greatergreater effort han most

teachers, with a variety of responsibilitiesj havethe-time to make. 3°-

One might object to the above evaluative tools on the grounds
. /

,

that teaching is an art like music or painting. Excellence is based



oh creative sensitivity which cannot be measured with quantitative

evaluation. This partly true, but even the musician and the painter

deal systematically with technique. Technical expertixe, which can

be measured, increases the potential for the creative capacities.

. I did not Teel a need to develop evaluation tools until after

several months of work with Raths' value clarification techniques

and some of my own. I began with the clarifying response and the

value sheets I discussed in the paper submitted to ERIC last spring.Sg

At that time I proposed a more systematic approach to clarifying

responseS to insure that I was ,encouraging all seven parts of the

clarifying process on more than just a,small group of students.

Several weeks later I made ,a clarifying ,response chart showing the

student involved and those aspects of the clarifying process

encouraged by the exchange. At the end of.each morning's Classes

(I am,!'with the students for two heursithree,days a week),I recorded
A1.

the value clarifying exchanges that I could remember. After two weeks,,

I had recorded seventeen exchanges. With a class of twelve students,

I had used the technique three or amour timeswith.a third of the class,

one'or two times with a third of the class and not at all with a thi'rd

of the class. I might have been more thorough than the chart indicates.

Some clarifying responses might have been made unconsciously or

might have been simply forgotten before I had a chance to record them.

The students that.I had highest contact with were students who seemed

to need' a high level of teacher, contact. Of the four students who

received no clarifying responses, three were students whogenerally

'preferred peer company and had little.informl contact with me.

To extend my use of clarifying responses to students who rarely-

spoke to me, I decided to try initiating exchanges that would lead
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to these responses. I made a brief list of possible questions which

might serve as catalysts:

1. What are you going to de- today,after school,
during, recess, this weekend etc.

.2. When did you do last night's homework?

3. Hew-much time did you spend...?

The results of these questions were mixed. They succeeded in leading

to clarifying exchanges, but because they came from the outside

-rather tha\ n from the student; the discussion that,followed was some-

times polite, but,less than enthusiastic.,Pcii.exaTple, I asked a student

what he i/as going to do after school. He .replied that he was going

to play ba ketball. I then asked 'him if there were other things he

might de after school. He answered, but I sensed that he was merely

being polite and was not really concerned with what we were talking

about. In contrast to this, clarifying responses in exchanges initiated

by students 'tended to receive-more ca4eful attention. This was true in

exchanges on whether or rib' women should have to take their husband's

name, on' how to stop an exam that was coming up; 'on 'the use of

films in class.

The chart I had divised on, clarifying responses also indicated

which parts of Raths' valuing process were encouraged during the

two week period. In the sdventeen exchanges I recorded the emphasis

was uneven:

Parts Of the process Number of times encouraged

1. Make= choices

2. Examingalternatives

3. Weigh consequences

4. Consider what you prizd & cherish

00018
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5. Make public affirmation of choices 5

6. Act 'on choiceS 11.

7. Examinelife patterns 11.

The frequent emphasis on choice occurred because it seemed the natural

starting point in an exchange. Before pressing a student on the other

parts ofthe valui g process I instinctively asked questions requir-

ing him to clarify and affirm his choice. Since the fourth part is

sometimes implicit in the first, recording of encouragement of the

two categories might have been,confused. The fifth and sixth parts.

are essentiallbut in exchanges on-topics beyond student control,

it seemed unfair to stress action too strongly.. Several time

sensed a need to encourage students to clarify the terms they werr

.using in their cheices. This did not seem to fit into any of Raths'

categories.

feel that, l-have had only partial success in developing an

instinctive ability to use clarifying responses. Even during an intenr

sive effort during' the two weeks when I was recording my efforts, I

frequently became caught up in other concerns/ and let good.opportun-
_. . . . .

ities pass by. Since then I have often reverted back to, old habits'

while my attention was focused on other techniques. I suspect that

these responses are a bit like playing a musical instrument. Both,

require long periods of practice in oraer todevelop unconscious

habits.

While Iwas trying to develop clarifying response 'Skills,

I alO began with several of Rathst other techniques. He proposes

thatthe students keep.a time diary in, order to document how they

are-pending their lives and to make some decisions about whether
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or,not changes are nscessary. 31 I had the students keep the diary

foi. a week and then asked them to add up how' much time they had

spent oh various activitiesand to write a few pages on what changes

they would like to make. The results ,of this exercise were suffioientfy

poor that 1have.to fall back on the lame adage that if you have

reiched just one student1 you should be happy. One student found

that he had watched forty one hours of television and seemed genuinely

aptelled.

Many of the students did not follow directions and kept only

a teneral account of the amount of time speni on various activities.

Perhaps sensing that the data in the time diaries was not accurate,

the students did not use it in more than a general sense and often

fell into adult platitudes about doing more homework and watching

less- television. I graded the papers on the basis of effort 'and

skill rather than content, writing clarifying responses in the margins

and identifying the adult platitudes as such. I would have preferred

to avoid grading-, but since it is sometimes an effort to hays enough

grades to make a "fair" assessment at the end of the quarter, it seemed

wasteful not to utilize the students' and my efforts for this

purpose. (My grades are hardly a threat. Any effort at all gets an

A r a B, usually an AO

I doubt that the adult platitudes were in response to pressure.

from grades. They are probably the result of a hundred Socialization

factor and would have occurred with or without the.gralde: There has

been no observable variation in the content of the graded and the

few don- raded papers that have been assigned' -this year except that

the students tend to invest more time when there is a grade- involved.

The time diaries generally failed to do more-than create a
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vague awareness because the students were unwilling to do the exercise

carefully.. This is probably because I presented the assignment

.abruptly without creating a need first, a problem to keep in mind

for next time.

Raths' proposes encouraging individual students to takd five

minutes at the beginning of class to speak out on something whiCh they

have been thinking about. To insure that the speaker will not be

attacked', he specifies that no response should:be allowed at that

time. 32 Students have used this option four ,times this semester.

The topics included comments on an, article on India, the Israeli-
-

Arab conflict, the degree to which
/
Hitler is blameworthy, and the

implication of housing erdinances. After the third and the fourth

topics, I allowed discussion to occur afterwards. Both times the class

/
seemed interested and, -the speaker willing. Since such ideal situations

cannot always be produced a will, I saw no reason.to clzt things off.

In both cases a productive student dominated discussion followed.

After the talk on the Israeli-Arab c.onflipt, the :students wanted to

discuss,.but they were getting emotional so I moved on to something

elte. /

The topics brought up in these five minute presentationswere

-ell related to things we hid discussed in class. I.was surprised,

however, that talks on the first and the third topics had little to

do with the student's life and seemed to be motivated by a genuinely

academic interest.

Raths suggests a voting technique that provides students an

opportunity to publicly state their views in a fairly depersonalized

V
and unthreatening manner.

33 When. a value related proposal is before r.

"the class, students are asked to 'show approval or disapproval by raising

their hands. The most interesting use of this technique grew out of

discussion of a Miariin Luther King, documentary. 00021.
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"asked the students how many would be willing to have black. families

live in their neighborhood. All answered yes., The next day I asked

how many would be willing to allow low income housing in their neighbor-

hOodt mentioning the problems that could entail. All voted no.

These two votes did not necessarily indicate a concern,for integration

divorced from a. concern about poverty, but they did bring the issue.

The following class I' gave a brief lecture on the problem of an

unjust distribution of resources. and outlined a racial andTa class

approach to the problem. Since there was no way I could be objective

on-this, I stated-my point of view (favoring a class approach) stressing

that the students had to make their own decision. In the student

dominated disCussion that followed most of the class disagreedofith.

Me,* and in fact conviced me, that both a racial and a class approach

are necessary.

In retrospect I notice that I presented the students with only

some of the alternatives. I did not mention an approach that says

that those with money deserve it because they worked, for. it and were

clever. The approach concludes that there is no injustice to deal with,1

in the first place. If I had thought of this at the time, I would have

mentioned it. But I feel no sense of failure that 'Aid not. Gikren

the vast amount of material that might be presented in a course; it

is inevitable that much will be left out and that this will be

determined, at least in part, by the teacher's perspective. What the

students do not get from my radical perspective, they will pick

up in the media or from other teachers.

Another value clarification technique Raths recommends asks

the students to hand in a weekly thought sheet briefly discusVing

something which came up the past week that is related to values.
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The teacher keeps these comments and hands them. back at the end of

the year for discussion.
34

Each week after collecting the thought sheets,

I feupd myself looking forward to reading them. They were intrinsically

interesting and thought provoking. One student asked: if it is

sexist to exclude girls from little league, iS it not also sexist

to exclude old men fiom the girl scouts. I did not use these sheets

as the basis fdr student discussions partly because interesting .

discussiong were arising without them and partly because of oversight.
.

This remains an option fo keep in mind for next year.

Unfortunately there was*not sufficient time for a thorough

discussion of the thought sheets at the end of the year. (We were

short on time to review for the final exam.) When I handed them back

we did spend a half an hour discussing questions suggested by Raths.

An interesting problem came' up when I asked if the sheets reflected

the students' interests. One student respo'nded that his real interests

were stamps and model building, but he.wrote about foreirl affairs

and domestic politics because the thought sheets were for school.

Although this division undoubtedly comes from the nature of American

educational institutions, one of the major obStacles I faced this

year in trying to break the division was the students themselves.

Normalay,_whenever an issue was brought home to the studentsiiives,

about half the class would turnoff,.a6 if this .could not be serious

business. If the discussion continued beyond five or ten minutes,

they would complain that we were wasting time.,

While applying Raths' techniques, needs arose that led me into

several ideas of my own. 'Iliad noticed that the students wore using

clarifying responses on each other, but were limiting themselves to

only one or two types of responses. ("Are you saying...?" "D"o you
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mean...?") It seemed important that the students expand their

ability to use. clarifying responses so that they could clarify

their thoughts without the teacher and move beyond dependence.

To fUrther develop the use of clarifying responses, I distributed

a sheet summarizing the seven parts of Rathsl valuing process and

asked for a volunteer to take a- stand on some issue so that the rest

--of the class could question him using Raths' model as a guide.

The di5cussion which followed was interesting, but the students

were not using Raths' instructions systematically. By chance most

of their questions were directed towards consequences. I tried this

exercise again in.the next class with the same problem. At this point

I became caught up in new subject matter and the project was momentarly

left behind, having created at best a passive awareness.
agaih

Later, I trieirAto present Raths' model, thistime in a simplified

fem. I stressed that in value discussions, students should keep

in mind alternatives, consequences and possibilities for action.

I combined these factors with two general discussion skills, maintaining

focus and calm, into a list of five things to keep in mind when discussing

an issue. While there was some success on the general discussion

skills, an active concern for altternatives,consequences and action

never developed. When I reminded the,students about the "five things"

..they could recite them, but with the exception of focus and calm,

thfsremainedmechanical-gesture.

It might have been too ambitious to try to develop in eighth

graders the same value skills I was finding difficult to- develop in
, .

.

myself. I ath not convinced this is/true, however, and would like to

try again. Perhaps it was too much to present all seven aspects

of Raths' valuing process at once. Nex

00024
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aspects one at a time with more systematic exercises to insure that

a clear model for the activity has been established. There-might be,
1

for example, role playing exercises whore one student takes a stand

and another quckstions him initiating an aspect of the valuing process.

While working with various valuing technique, it became apparent

that for any-serious work ,with values, the students would have to

develop asense of the fallibility oradult authority. I suspected

-\that while superficial disiespect-fo-k-authority,was easy to find,-

underneath was a feeling that adults know' what is best. To undermine

this unwarranted respect, I initiated discussions, and assigned papers

that'included the possibility that adult authority was in error, and

I required the students to make a decision about idiat should be dpne.

One paper required an evaluation of a hypothetical .punishment of a

student and a decision on what, if anything, might be done'to reverse

it. We also had a discussion on the misuse of power touching on

such international leaders as Nixon and Hitler and then eoming home

to the problem of a malicious teacher. Once when the students were,

upset because their graduation was going to be different than they

hadiexpected, I encouraged them to find out what was 6oing.an and do

something about it.

A comparative project on the nature of .authority was 'the most

'extensive assignment to break down an excessive respect fot authority.

ThiS project illustrates how the social studiesteacher can move from

subject matter to problems in the students lives by focusing on issues

and concepts important in both areas. I asked the students to write

a seriesof four bri ef papers: one discussingthe!nature of adult.

authority in the Afiican village we were reading about, a second on

the nature of authority in the students' parents' lives (based on data
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gathered in intorvieWs), a third on authority in the students' own

1

lives. and 'a final paper discussing what an ideal type of authority

would be based on the insights .of the. first three papers. The last

papers did not indicate a radical break from authority, bpt they did'

--- indicate a vivid awareness of its possible abuses.

,In addition to dealing with-the authority problem, I wanted to

deyelop a sense that history should be more than a collection of data"

on and place. Before we-began the I asked the

students to write a history, ..of a'day in their lives to show Alle what

they thought history was. During the project I stressed that history

at its best should marshal data towatd a-better Understanding.of

a pToblem relevant both to the past and to today. The analysis should

lead. to a value decision about what should be done. I went bk-lk over

past discuSsions.to illustrate how, we had been doing this and emphasized

how the authority project followed this model. At the end of the

project I again. asked the. students to write a histofy of a day in

their lives.to see if I had had any ibpact, The results, were not

Outstanding, but some progress was made. On. the f'ir'st- effort three

students (out of twelve) related the event's, of their day to an 'issue

and four used the data for a value decision. After theauthority project,

five students related the data to an issue and six used the data for

a value decision.

In developing a sense of the fallibility of authority, I was

,conscious of my own role as an authority figure. I made it clear to the

,students that the institution required that I maintain ultimate

authority', but I al-so encouraged them to take an active role in

clasiroom decisions. For efficiency, we normally proceeded with

activities that I had dedided on, but if there was strong objection,
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I allowed*a group decision as long as it was'ffot-too directly in

opposition to the appearances necessary for me tp keep my job.

Themost important decision the class made was to drop a dull text-

.book an stop the exam based on it. This, of course,- was just
O

benevolent paternalism, but, little more is possible given

institutional equirementS'.-

-----
To encourage thos students to exert their will, I tried to be- honest

about my weaknesses and failures. Once after a poor class, in frustration

I blamed the students for notymaking an effort. Afterwards I realized

that the fault was as much mine as theirs. The next day .I told them so

and apologized. Some of the studnets. have trouble spelling, a problem

that at ade'27, I have still not completely overcome. I told the class

some of the trouble this has' caused me. When I am doing work at the

blackboard and a word I am not sure about comes up, we look it up

together. To further bring my authority, into question, halfway

through the year, I stated what the students already' knew -- that

I am a socialist -- and asked them if I should be fired. They assured

me I could stay, but not'because radicals should be allowed to teach.

°Rather, they stressed that I had not done anything wrong, not exactly

a compliment coming from an establishment perspective.

One of the results of too much respect for authority is that

students fail to consider more.than a narrow spectrum of alternatives

when making decisiong. In value discussion, I tried to reduce this

problem by, setting up continua of alternative decisions and asking the

students if they could extend the extremes. At first this exercise

was sciMewhat irieffective.hocause the students tended to offer alter-.

natives which they felt were ridiculous and the discussion became a

joke.. In response to this problem I began moving more directly to
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a consideration of 'consequences to eliMinate the truly absurd

alternatives, from those that appeared absurdAbut when subjected

to analysis became real possibilities. I am still uncertain about

the potential of this exercise because after initialeexperimentation

my attention was diverted and I stopped- using it.

I also tried to,-broaden the students -sense of alternatives by

exposing them .to my socialist perspective. Classroom discussions

indicated that most of the students believed in a' competitilie

Social order with an unequal,dis;?tribution of wealth. By presenting

the pOssibility of ,a more cooperative social order, I hoped to at

least create an awareness and a willingness to consider this alter-

ct

My efforts to- broaden the spectrum from which the students make

choices were incomplete. I did lay an essential groundwork with efforts

to undermine authority and to present neglected. alternatives. The

initiative here, however, was Mine. There was little effort to

transfer this initiative to the students. This remains a challenge for

next year.-

The value clarification techniques discussed here have taken

place in a broad methodological framework that begins with readings

on, Africa and Asia and continues with discussions 4 universal topics

and short thought papers. I"' is important to phrase the topics in

uni4ersal terms to insure that past and far off developments are

are connected to the needs of American society today and to concerns

in tha students' own lives. This does not mean that content has to

be Idniited by a narrow concept of relevancy. All historical develop-

ments are relevant in that they make Is aware of possible alternatives

and consequences to keep in, mind in.:dealing with contemporary,
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'prablemS6- The =problem that often .arises, however, is that tabs

developments are taught in an II

isn'tf.that -interestind manner that fails
1

to establish the connection with contemporary needs.

Below are some of the issues we discussed:

The role of respect in a childCs life
Cultural stability and chdnge
The prerequisites tor pol4ical unity
Implications of the Buddhist maxim against jobs

. which injure others
Killing deVi4fitSfor-d larger social good
The role of_women-
The right of one society to impoSe- its, morality

on another
The potential and threat of alternative life styles

All these topics can easily 'be applied to .Africa or Asia,

contemporary America and the specific life of an ihdividual adolescent.

Thediscussion of killing deviants for the larger Social good, for

'example, dealt with African witchcraft, capital punishment, and

severe punishments at school like expulsion.

In planning for class discussions I tried to insure that

students understood the appropriate data on Africa or Asia, that the

topic concerned problems they were likely to be interested in and

that they were developing the discussion and cognitive skills necessary

to handle such topics without a teacher. The challenge was to provide

for the above need's as efficiently as iessible and withdraw to allow

the students time to practice with their developing skills and under-

standings:.

In fulfilling my respansibility to clarify relevant data; I

found myself in trouble while working with India. I have little

background in this area which is all right if you are teaching a series

of facts strung out in a textbook. For the issues we were dealing

with, hoWever, the text simply did not,have the needed data.,
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It seems that a liberation from dull chronolotes places an added

responsibility on the teacher to do serious reading. If you are

going to go beyond names and dates, then you have to understanewhat

you are talking about.

Motivation was not a major problem this year pp.rtly, because the

students were remarkably self motivated, partly because the issues

discussed were couched in relevant terms, partly because the social

contact involved in group discus5ions makes it a,rather enjoyable

way of learning. Once I began class by throwing out an issue, asking

what the students thought about it, and withdrawing. The discussion

never really got started. Sometimes this technique worked, but it

seems worthwhile for the teacher to direct the discussion at least \

until students have developed a momentum of their own. I began one

of our most intense discussions by asking, the students to spend a

few minutes thinking and then write a brief statement on the, issue
(/

to be discussed. I then had some of the students read)4hat they had

written. During the discussion which followed, the students who had

read their statement paid particularly close attention as if they had

an investment to protect.

Ifthe class as a whole has expressed a millingness to work-out

its,ideas in classroom diScussA, four out of the twelve students fi

I

feel uncomfortable when I withdraw and leave the students on their

own. These four students rarely talk during student to student

discussions and at various times nave told me that tithe spent

I

firm direction from me is wasted. I have tried to explain to them

that although student to student discussions might appear more

inefficient, they give the students time to practice running their

own discussions so'they do not become too dependent on the teacher.

C.
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I have encouraged these four students to speak up when they feel other

students are-being silly or not staying on the topic. Several times

they have made an effort, but usually they simply withdraw. I have

avoided pushing them too hard, Class discussions seem to require

an initiative that borders on aggressiveness. Some personalities are

less suited for this than others and learm'in,other ways.

While working with discussion skills, I tried to relate class

activities to the cognitive taxonomy developed by Benjamin Bloom.

The six part taxonomy begins with knowledge and moves up through

44'Lcomprehension, application, analysis and evaluation. It presents

a wide array of needs and possibilities, but as only one part of an

extensive series of materials that I was learning about, there were

limits to how much I could do. To establish whether or not the students

were being directed to activities covering a large segment Of the

.taxonoMY, I kept a chart of which categotries'had been practiced

Ainring_ each clase. The chart indicates that my largely instinctive

.approach to cognitive development has led'to activity encouraging .

most of the skills in the taxonomy. It does not show, however; if

encourageMent had any impaCt. Next year I would like to try a

// more systematic approach.

Implicit in Bloom's taxonomy are two skills which have proved

essential- for productive discussion: an ability to maintain the

foCus of the discussion and keep emotions under control. I have

already mentioned'a limited success in developing these skills.

After initial discussions during which I maintained the focus and

a calm atmosphere, I explained what I had been.doing.to the students

and told them they should try doing this theMselves,. For the rest

of the year, I placed this responsibility more and more in student
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hands. When a discussion started to. wander or become overly emotional,

I waited to see if the studerits would try to correct the problem them-

selves. Often they did, coming forth with comments like, "What's

that got to-do with what we're talking about?" "What's your point?"

"You're 'getting emotional."

In,preparing for class discussions I would select several

topics and see which one caught the students' interest. At first

(I thought it was enough just to have the topics and see what developed.

This resulted in classes where I was clarifying my own ideas as the

students clarified theirs. This might appear to be a good way to

break down-authority-with a learning process-where students and

teacher groW together, but if we were.growing together, I was also

taking up class=time with my own confusion. Since the students still

looked upon me as much as a teacher ,as a fellow learner, confusion from

me was detracting_ from the discussion more than confusion from

another student. To avoid this problem I began preparing somewhat

detailed outlines on possible discussiOn topics, not to impose them

on the students, but rather to insure that any direction I provided

was as.efficient.as possible.
. .

At times I still became just one more confused learner., Tqpics

would often develop in directions I had not anticipated and I would

have to deal with ideas-I had not worked out in advance. Once the

class wanted to work on definitions for terminology being used in

our discussion of African and Western thought systems. What, for

example, is the differehce between common sense and other types of

thought? I was so uncertain about a distinction that I had previously

taken as obvious that I had to give-up any directive function and

join' the students in working out the problem.
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It seems fairly important that topics for discuSSion develop

from the students as much as possible -- especially those dealing

with values. Some of Sidney Simon's value lessons are' ready-made

and could be used the next day. Observation of one of these lessons

indicated a motivation problem. The students went through the motions

but were, not. really interested. I have had the same problem with

several assignments that developed from my, interests rather than the

students. Although- I can sense which topics have more potential for

studentS interest than others, I am continually surprised with.whai

really gets the. students excited and what leads only te-a. polite

'interest.

Tbe-discussions this year have indicated that the students

are, at times, willing to-discuss topics not immediately connected

to.their lives. -The discussion of whether or not One culture has the

right to impose its-morality on,another focused- Irgely on the British

interference with Indian tradition. There was no need to translate this

into ft, say, student athletes making fun of other students who study

a lot and do not like sports. In one senS.0 I was encouraged that the

students had a humanistic curiosity and did not require a narrow

relevance in everything we discussed. Ultimately, however, _such topics

-have to be translated into personal terms if there is to be any'

potential for action.

Early in the second semester I began to wonder if I was allowing

the stUdents enough class time for student dominated discussioni. If

students were "to make choices_and to make them freely, "36 then

regular seAons with a low teacher profile were essential. To

.establish more precisely how often various types of disdussions

were occurring, I devised a series of categories and began to keep
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a record. These categories indicated the degree of teacher dominance,
8*

who had initiated the topic under discussions and who had insured

that the discussion did-net wander from 'it. The table below covers

28 classes from February throug April. (The class meets only three
t f

times a week.) The figures indicate\both shorter discussions and

entire claSs,periods...

I

NatUre of the discussion

1.44scuisions to' develop student knowledge
'rather than thought sk111. Teacher does
more than half the talking.

Number of sessions

10

2. Discussion for skill development.
Teachep does about half the talking

3. Discussion for student practice. Teacher
has large4withdrawn_and speaks either
not at all or only at intervals of several
minutes.

Who defines and maintains_ the focus

21

11

Number of sessions

1. The teacher defines the focus of the
discussions and with some flexibility
enforces it.

2. The teacher defines the focus of the
discussion but places the responsibility
for maintaining it on the students

3. The teacher allows the students to define
the focus of the discussion but enforces
it himself.

4 The teacher allows the discussion to
follow its own course.

22

6

5

9

(The term "skill development" in number two of part one refers to

a largely instinctive effort to move the students towards clear

thinking by encouraging them to state their ideas- and pressing

them when they are not clear or consistent.)

g. 1
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The first part of the table indicates an encouraging link

between what I wanted to do and what I was actually doing. I

spent half the recorded discussions on skill development, allowing a

fourth for data clarification andafourth for student practice

discussions. (This record .is somewhat imprecise because the time cf

each disCussion is not given.)'It might be desirable to reduce the

time developing skills and allow more time for practice, a problem

for experiffientation next year. I alSo suspect that my nwithdl=awaln

from student run,discussions might be more complete. It mighttbe

helpful...to reduce the frequency of teacher comments during these

discussions.

The second part of the table is also. encouraging. During a,

fourth of the time, I shared with the class the responsibility for

establishihg and enforcing the focus of the discussion. Almost

anotherltourth of the time the studentS were on their own. I'll

dealing with theSe 1-lumbers it is difficult to know what, is satisfaOrtory

,or good.I Next year I might try to. see if, student initiative and

responsibility here can be increased. It might also be helpful to

add a third part to the table recording who had taken. responsibility

for.focus and for keeping emotions under control.

The above chart was helpful in a general sense, but it'did not

provide detailed information on classroom interaction. I wanted'to

establish just how much of that student initiative essential for

value clarification I was allowing in.the various types of discussion.

Toobtaih this data; I began taping my classes and applying Edmund

Amidon4s measurement system. Amidonts system measures interaction

by recording each three-second period of talk in one of twelve

categorieS,. I 'appli'ed' the sy/tem to eleven different discussions of

,/
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about ten minutes each,and made the recommended charts Showing

the pattern of the interaction.

I'now needed a means of comparing the amount of activity that

had occurred in each of Amidon's categories in' any given discussion.

A aeries of ratios seemed the best method. I made a list of six

including a ratio of any type of student talk to any type ef.teacher

talk and, a ratio of extended student talk to extended teacher

talk. (In Amidonts system extended talk is two or more 3-second

11

talk periods in succession.) I arranged the two numbers of each ratio

11
so that the higher the ratio the higher -the degree of'studerit

tive. For example, in the ratio of any type of student talk to

any type of teacher talk, I placed the number of 3- second talk

periods of student talk before the number of pkriods of teacher

talk. Thus if the number of student talk periods was high, let's

'say 804, and the number of teacher-talk periods was low, let's say

20, the ratio would be high, 400:100 or 4:1. To facilitate comparison,

I also converted all ratios so that the second number would always

be 100. Thus 15:60 would become 25:100,

The ratios served as a convenient method of collating -an

overview of the data collected. f merely had to compute an average'

for each of the six ratios based on the discussions I had measured.

, Below is a table of the ratio averages. Column A gives averages based

on five skill developing discussions.with active teacher partici-

pation. Column B gives averages based on six discusSions centering

largely on data clarifiCation with a. strong element of teacher

dominance. Column .0 gives average's based on two skill, developing

discussions with active teacher participation which occurred

after a month's effort to improve upon the disolssions in column A.
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Ratios Based on Amidon's Measurement System

Ratio Explanation

Any type of student to, Any type of teacher
talk talk

. Extended student to Extended teacher
talk talk .

Student initiated
talk

Teacher questions

:reacher response

y-StUdent remarks
(initiated or not)
directed to other
students

to Teacher initiated
talk

to Teacher statements

to Teacher initiated
talk

to St_ udent remarks
(initiated or not)
directed to the
teacher

\ .

The ratios present both encouragement and a need fo-r improvempnt.

The measurement of skill development discussions in'column A indicates

that in our niforsall/tWof discussion, the students talk almost-as

Averages

A

91:100 48:160 107:100

82:100 36:100 110:100

58:100 38:100 54:100

36:100 11:100 55:100

290.00 22:100 14:100

18:100 20:100 5:100

much as I do.-For any,type of talk, if I spoke for one hundred

3-second periods, the students spoke for ninety.one 3- second periods.

For extended talk (two or more 3-second talk periods in Succession),

if I spoke for one hundred 3.second periods, the students spoke for

eighty -two.

Measurement of data clarification discussions in column B indicates

a higher level of teacher dominance, but these discussions occur less

frequently and seem naturally to, lead,to a higher level of direction

simply because I ha4e been exposed to the data longer. Even hire,

however, student initiative oxisted. For any type of talk, if I spoke

for -one hundred 3-second periods, the students spoke for forty - eight.

For extendid talk, if I spoke for one hundred 3.5econd periods, the

students spike for ,thirty -six. 00037
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In considering the ratios in columns A and B,. the frequency

with which these discussions occur should be kept in mind. The

chart on page 31 indicates that skill development discussions occur

about half the time, and data clarification discussions about half

as often. (Unfortunately I neglected to indicate thej.ength of the

discussion:) If I appear more enthusiastic about student initiative

in the measured discussions than the ratios warrant, should

be kept in mind that these discussions are the ones based on teacher

direction. Thus it should be neither surprising nor discoltraging

that student initiative has occurred within a structure of my dominance.

For every three of these directed discussions, however, there is

a discussion where I Withdraw allowing the students to speak with

only occasional interruption. (I have not used Amidonls system with

these discussions because it is ill suited for them.)

I realize that the question of how much teacher dominnce is

acceptable is a difficult one What seems a constructive, level of

direction to me might appear outrageously coercive or permissive to,,

another, with little potential for either of us to establish conclu-

sively that we are right. As with other impossibly complex teaching

problems that demand a decision now, I proceed from what experience

and _reflectiontell me is right. It seems to me that some adults

have thotight tools and data that are potentially useful. Efforts to
1

pas these skills and data on to the next generation require a degree

of adult, direction.' Without this direction there` is no reason for

adult presence. Any need for teacher direction, however, should not

become an excuse for consistent dominance. The students should

have a chan6e to use the data they have learned and the tools they

are developing to reach autonomous decisionSIabout what they think
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Is right and wrong. This leaves the teacher with-the contradictory;

but.produotive task of asserting his authority while teaching skills

And data and'then undermining it so that the students can make

their own decisions.

Whatever encouragemeht the.ratios provide, they alio indicate

that my direction might be stronger than necessary for the goals I

have.outlined. After compiling the data in. columns A and B based',
, .......
.,,...

on earlier discussions, it seemed clear that work .Was needed to'

linorease'studentfinitiative in thi areas measured by the fourthififth.

and_ sixth, ratios. While the data clarification dischesions measured

in column B were probably not ideal I decided to focus efforts for 1

improvement on the skill discussions, where the potential tor student'`

initiative seemed higher.

'In these discussions, the low ratio Of teacher questions to

to teacher statements indicated that I was spending ten minutes
._,

presenting anecdotes and data nor-every three and a .half spent

questioning. Teacher. .statements are sometimes necessary during skill

discusilons to clarify data and topresent anecdotes which increase

interest and give the discussion a personal flavor. Nonetheless, an

effort was needed to see if these teacher statements were excessive.

The low ratio of teacher response to teacher initiated talk 'Tutted

that I was perhiyAs reafonding to student comments and continuing

extensively with my own ideas instead of giving a brief responie-and

stopping to see irthe students had further comments to make. The

low ratio of student remarks directed to other students to student_

remarks directed to the)teacher indicated a failure to effectively

encourage students to address comments to individual students or

to the class as a whole.
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In\response to this diagnosis, I made a list of questions to

keep" in mind.duAngdkill discussions:

1. Which teacher statements are essential for data or
to set .a productive atmosphere and which stem from
the enjoyment of being the ce.ter of attention?

2::- Do teacher responses tend to become unnecessarily
long, le ing to non-essential teacher initiated- talk.

_3. Is the teac er taking studentsicomments directed to
him and kolk acting them to the class with an explana-
tion that;it is better if he is not always the center
of attention.:

Although ratios one, two and three seemed fairly, satisfactory,

I wanted to see if they too might be improved SO I added two more

quest ions:

4. Was I cutting students comments' short and limiting the
potential for extended Comments?

5. Was I allowing an occasional silence to encourage
student initiated comments?

With the multiple` demands placed-on a teacher's attention

during most classes, I found it difficult to maintain: these questions

at a conscious level during actual classes. After initial failures-,

c.
I started writing lesson plans on only half a sheet'ofpaper with

the questionS in bold letters on the other half. I alsO found it
.

helpful to select one question at a time for concentrated attention.

After a month's effort, I.was sure I had only made a beginning*

The two skill discussions measured at the end of that month

(column C on the chart on P. 311- ) indicate a mixed success when compared

with earlier skill. discussions (column A). The ratio of teacher

questions to teacher statements increased from 36:100 to 53:160. The

ratio of any type of student talk to afiy type of teacher talk increased.

from 91:100 to 107:100, and the ratio of extended student talk to

Iextended teacher talk increased from 82:100 to 110:100. The ratio of
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Student initiated talk to teacher initiated talk stayed about the

same. The ratio of teacher response to teacher initiated statements

and_ the 210 of students remarks-directed io.other students to

:student remarks_directed to. the teacher both decreased. The decrease

in thase two ratios might have been partly due to varying. interpretation

while"a0pIying Amidonla ayatem. While measuring the4discussions,. I

am not sure applied a u4form definition of initiated and responding
, ,

distinction which at first ,seemed obVious no longer' seems so.

It was. also difficult to distingUish between student remarks direpted.:

-to the teacher and those directed to other students. Some were just
. .0

thrown out to no one, in- particular. This should indicate the cloudy

nature .Of, some of the figutep that appear so crisp and clear in the

table.

.'The tirstjpecond and fourth ratio's are probably the most

accurate. For ratio one, there is no trouble determining tf a student .41

or_the teacher is talking. .Por ratio two, consecutive three-
-,

(

/
/second period after the first was recorded as a Unit of extended

. ,
.

'
talk, again

no problems

It is enciiara

improveiept

more reliab

no definitibnal aibiguity."For the foUrth ratio.there were

distinguishing teacheiguestios from teacher statements.

ging to'nota==tillil three of these ratios recorded

. noticed this after establishing that these ratios seemed

100

The mailimitatiOn with, the ratios is that they °do not give the

content of what is being said. One could conceivably have a large

Adegree of student initiative based on shared ignorance. The chart I
7A

kept based on Bloom's taxonomy, however, indicates a daily develop-

reOht. of new knowledge plus_ as variety of the higher cognitive processes

(excepting the,highest).

7; 00041
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To further establish the quality of the comments measured in

theratios, I Dept a profile on each student-where I recorded what
srunwr. -

I thought were significantAcomments. (Teachers With a iargericlass

might do.this with only a sampling of their students.) The profiles
. .

Soon indicated a mixture of nonsense and mature thought. -They, were

also ,fielpful.in showing me the problems individual students were

having. With eight Weeks left in the semester,- I_made a 11 t of five

studentiwho seemed to be having apex:dal problems and resol ed to

make an effort with them. To make my effOrts- openly directlyr rather

than manipulative, I told each of theile students what I suspected

mi$ht be a-.-problem and suggested that We makea special effort

together tocorrect it. Listed below are the problems I diagnosed:

1..StUdent has a consistent hostility for anything
6-#.ange either in ,Afrioan culture or in fellow'
students.

2, Student has the potential for clear and original thoughts,
tut his comments are frequently disoriented:

3, Stud;nt has a 'problem similar to number. two.

4, Student has great diffictiltysin disowning calmly.

5. Student has good ideas, tmt-frequent17 leaves them half-
stated due to lack of confidence;

It is difficult to determine the impact of my efforts. I am

fairly certain that little progress was made with thewIli:at, fourth

and fifth students. My effectiveness was limited 'by the variety

of demands placed on my attention at school which made my efforts less

than systematic. Ialso suspect that some of the problems went deeper

than I was trained to handle. If my school had had s psycholoOat,

.) cooperation with himhight have been helpful.

r

, 4

Early in the second semester I sensed a need for p. summative

evaluation that would indicate whether or not there had been a change
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towards those student attitudes essential for value clarification.

I devised three questionnaires based on Bloom's suggettions and his

affective taionomy.
37

I realized that ideally these questionnaires

should be given at the beginning ofthe year', but hoped that a

period from February to May would provide at least some data. (The

questionnaires are included in Appendii

The first quettionnaire measures awareness, the lowest category

on Bloom's hierarchical taxonomy. I wanted to see the degree to which

I had bi,oken down the blinders of the students' socialization,,and

expanded their awareness of ways to respond.to their environment. I.

presented a Seiles of situations and diced the students to list about

five ways a boy or girl their age might res,ond.- My evaluation of the

responses was based on four possible t!giadesol one for conventional

responses and three:more for increasingly unconventional responses. I

phrased the evaluation in these terms because, as I have already

stressed, it is essential for meaningful Value- clarification that the

students oonstderation of alternatives go beyond the narrow continuum

of convention.

The -results of.this questionnaire are uncertain. The ratio of

responsetlin all three unconventional categories to responses in the

conventional category waa 0.53 inFebruary. In May this ratio had increased

to 0.74, an increase of 42% of the original ratio. However, this

might have beep due to variations in my application of the categories.

I tried-to use the term conventional to apply to actions acceptable to

middle America, but this is so vague that wide variations in inter-

pretation were possible. Even with this problem, however, I will

continue to use the questionnaire. It is a useful way to introduce the

students to the problem of Underdeveloped awareness. The questionnaire
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mi ght even be adapted into a series of exercises.
t,

The second questionnaire dealt With willingness to recei/Ve, a
I
, . .

category slightly higher on Bloom's taxonomy. It take awareness and

1
1

goes a step further into passive action, a willing ss to expose
I

yourself to an experience. The questionnaire pro des a lilt of exper-

iences that the students probably consider weird and asks them to

71

i

indicate if they are willing o ,unwilling to, try-it. As with the aware-
'

\ness of unconventional respo ses measured
/
1 e1 the first questionnair,

i .

I

I felt it was essential that the students be willing to go beyond'

convention, if value clarificatiOn was to be more than an exercise

in provincialism.- (
The data from this questionnaire seems fairly reliable. The. reatest

/
i

danger was that Students would, anwer What they thought I wanted to
i

i

hear rather than what they relt. I hoped, however, that the atmosphere
I -

of the course would encourage them to be honest. Although I did not
) . , :-

ask thei to, most of the student0 wrote their names. Comparing names
1

with answers and student pertgonalities12 was quite-sure that ten out

-of the twelve studewts were being honest. In February the ratio of

willing to unwilling responses was 1.78, in May 2.56. An increase of
4

44% of the original ratio. Even if-17% is Subtracted as error from the

twostudente who were not honest, the progress is significant.

The third questionnaire was designed to measure student'

attitudes to learning activities and went beyond.a willingness. to

receive into more active response. The questionnaire provides a list

of learning eiperiences and four poSsible responses. If a student

selects the first response which indicates a high degree of interest,

-he is asked to provide a second response to indicate the extent of

his interest. Response E is a control to see if the students are doing
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e questionnaire
A- ssriously. The number of answers here indicates the level of inaccuracy

in the results. The first time the questionnaire was taken, the E

response indicatela margin for error of 11%, the second time 16%.

Questions, seven, ten and sixteen are also:controls to determine the

/ 7eracity of student responses. The.-first two are activities that the

students-are sure-to enjoy and do on their own.:The latt.is -an

activity thei'are sure toxic.. onl* under pressure. Both times the question-

naire was taken, questions seven and ten indicated honest repsoniet.

Question sixteen, however indicated problems. In February five-out of

eleven students indicated a low veracity or a misunderstanding (an

error of 45%), and in May two students out vt,eleven (an'error of 18%).

The possible error in February of ,45%,indicates that the 'results,are

probably not reliable. The problem might lie in the wording of the .

responses which all might be taken to occur within the context of

school and assigned tasks.'It might be helpful for next year to add an-

explicit explanation of _whet er- or not the task was an assignment or

something connected.with scho life.

It should be clear by no* that the quantitative results from

the questionnaires are highly tentative, and at best can serve as one

among a variety of evaluative devices. Although some of the problems I

have encountered can be minimized through revision, three problems are

inescapable: 1) the results registered might be only temporary; 2) some

results might belatent and presently unmeasureable; 3) results might

be due to a mixture of factors including some outside of the teacher's

influence. Nonetheless, I plan to continue with these and other

questionnaires. I have found them helpful not as a replacement for

my impressions, but rather as a supplement to those impressions that

creates new awarenesses and finer sensitivities.,:
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To supplement the data from the questionnaires, I decided to

take one of the last student-run discussions and use it for summative

erCluation, iceeping.in mind how-it diffeted from earlier student-run

diesussions and how characteristic it was of such discussions at the

end of the year., The discussiOn began "with comments on the use of

poorly paid Africans as servants for white expatriates and then moved

to whether or not thestudents'families were justified in having

sekvants. It lasted-about eighteen minutes. I spoke for about a minute

at the - beginning and a minute at the end and took another two minutes

with'stx comments and six questions in the middle. Periods of student

talk without teacher interruption variedl but two reached four minutes

in length. This pattern for student-run discussions is typical. I

suspect that many of my comments in.the middle were an unnnecesary

interference. I occasionally refrain from introductory or concluding

remarks, but probably not often enough.

The tape of the discussion indicated a substantial progress with'

discussion skills. With no help from me the students stayed on the

topic approaching it from several different angles. Emotional behavior

occurred, but it came:lalmost entirely, from one student who'has special

problems With this anyway. The class was quite effective in isolating

her 'outbursts with a .quiet disgUst and then continuing with what tr\-ey

were talking:about. The Ability to both maintain focus-and Mate

emotionalisi was fairly consistently displayed towards the end of the.

year and marks a'contrast to earlier disbussions that had' more

difficulty developing a meaningful mementum. (This is based ori.

impressionistic non-systematic observation.)

The students, however, have not reached a,point where they take'
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the initiative to direct the discussion towards /laths' model.,During

the discusSion, consequences were dealt with extensively, and a

.'somewhat effective link was made between rhetoric and action,,but

thishappened,bi chance without a conscious connection with value

clarification.

If the skills displayed in the discussion were at least somewhat
e

encouraging, the; content of *hat was being said was :not. The

students Iwith only a few eXceptio6 took a_callous stand towards the

poor saying essentially that you could make.the poor dO anything

you wanted as long as you:paid them. One of.my objectives in the course.

was to develop_tumane sensitivities. If I have-had any success, it

'was- not evident.in this discussion.

Whatever doubts this raises about my approach, Ieee little

attraction in approaches Which try to inculcate Specific values.

My instinctsegree with Kohlberg. Even if you try, you cannot teach

value content; opportunism and rhetoric perhaps, but 'not real
°

convictions. I do, howeirer, try to develop humane sensitivities.,

To more effectively"move towards this goal next year, it might be

helpful to try simulations and role playing exercises.

It might be argued that I have rejected teaching specific values

and--then tried to do just that: instill humanitarian values. Rumane

sensitivity, howeVer, is so general it can hardly be called a specific

Value. With it one can argue both for and against on a variety of

fundamental issues. It is certainly much more.general and open than

the contemporary socialization proctss.mhose blinders I have tried to

undermine. Ultimately, however, there are limits to how far I will
I

encourage free clioibe., I seek to widen the alternatives from which students,

choose, but I stop short of.nihilism. I do so on faith.
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iffille discussing my efforts with value clarification, I `have tried

to be honest about this year's failures, Everything I have tried has had

some sort.of problem,_ from administratiVe oversights like not allowing
.

enough time to carry through on th\e thought sheets-- to more fundamental /

problems like failing to develop automatic clarifying responses. If

everything had 'worked smoothly, there would be no need for this paper.

One need only consult the eiperts. My experience, however, has indicated

that value clarification id an enormously complex process'riddled

with ,technical and theoretical problems. This paper assuiteEi that that

process is beneficial. It presents my difficulties and failures as

a guide for fell w teachers and as a personal challenge for nekt year's

course:-

tj
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Appendi I: ,Kohlbergs' Six Stages of Moral Development from "Mokai '\

De*opment in the Schools: A Developmental View," The School
Riv±ew, 1966 p.7.

Appendix A Condensed Version of the Affective Domain of the Taxonomy
of Educational Objectives fromKrathwoh1,11ticp,and Masia,. Taxonomy
of Education Objectives, The Classification of Educational Goals,
Handbook II: Affective Domain. New York: David McKay, Co.., 1956.

Appendix III: Systems for Measuring Classroom Interaction
from, Edmund Amido andcElisabeth Hunter, Improving Teaching? The
Analysis of Classroom. Verbal Interaction. New York: Holt,
Rinehart Winton, Inc., 1966, p.21

__-
The :above21 , appendices haVe been removed from this document prior to

being submitted to the ERIC Document Reproduction' Servide because of
poor legiblity:
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Appendix /V

QuestionnairesMeasuring Development

as Outlined on .

Bloom's Affective Taxonomy

t.
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Awareness. Questionnaire*

The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine what sort,
of responses you are aware of for the following situions. Consider
each situation and give about five ways a boy or a girl.. your age
might respond. The responses included in your answers can be actions
you have seen or heard about or actually done yourself, or simply
actions which might occur. Limit your description of each response
to- a sentence or two.

1. Your parent called you to dinner'at the usual time.

2. Your alarm clock accidentally went off at,6:00 on Sunday morning.

3. Because of heavy snow, school has been called

4. A fellow student'pushed you down the stairs at school.

5. You-and your frineds had decided to play outside after school,
but now'it is raining.

6. Your parent looked tired after a long, difficult day.

7. 'Mu were watching television with a friend. He/she wanted to turn
to another channel, but you wanted to see the rest of the. show,

8. You were assigned to read ten pages st=assiterg in a. book on Africa
for the next history class.

9. You were sent to the principal for not doing your homework.

10:. When you went out for recess you found the ,school yard covered
with new snow.

11. Your family just bought a new stereo.

Are-there any situations you would like to add to the list? If.so,
describe the situation and make a list of responses that occur to you.

r

r

This questionnaire is an extensiOn of ideas expressed in Bloom,
1964, pp. 101.107.
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Willingness To Receive Questionnaire-

The, objective of this questionnaire is to determine whether or
.not you are willing to eapose yourself to unusual, unconventional
or difficult experiences. Respondlto the following activities
with one .of three possible answers: willing, uncertain, unwilling.

1. .Discuss the natural advantages of never washing.

2, Discuss the various teChniqUes for picking someorie!s pocket.

3. Read a book on different types of fish,- in the Bay of Bengal.

4. Discuss the advantages of living in a Communist society.

3. Diiduss how to keep a healthy, flower harden.

6. Discuss the causes of body'odor.

7. Watcha'movie that encourages People to burn every Amorican
flag they see.

8, listen to a lecture calling for the extermination of all remaining
American Indians.

9. Look at-a picture that is just two straight lines on a solid
white background for ten minutes.

10. Co to a party held for homosexuals.

11. Listen1 to a. Bra4ms symphony.

12. Bat. fried termites or locusts to see if they are as good- as
sinne'Atricans say.

13. Smell the .garbage pile of a fish canning fa just to see what
it smells like.

'14. Roll in the :sand on a beach to see what it feels like.

15. Swim in very cold water to see what At feels like.

16. Bat something that usod to disgust you to see if you tastes
have changed.

17. Listen to various typos of boat horns?

18. Go for two days and two.nights. without sleeping.

~l9. Fast .for ono day of every week.

*
Tilts questionnaire is an extension of_ideas expressed in Bloom,

1964, pp. 126 -130: 00052,
=



'Questionnaire -or Student RespOnies

I. The purpose of this questionnire ia to dispover what you really
think about what we do in social studieS-61ass. Answer each question
as honestly and as frankly aslyou possibly can. There are no uriahti
answers as such. It is not expeoted that your own thoughts or
feelings-or activities relating to cldss work should be the same as
the teacher's or-similar to those of other students,
(Adaptation from Bloom, 1964, pp. 124.)

To complete the questionnaire, consider each -activity_below
and:

1. Write -k if you perform -the activity without being told
or reminded to.

2. Write B ifsyou perform the activity only when told:
or reminded to.

.

3. Writs C if you sometImps perform the activity when
told or reminded; to, but not all the time.

4. Mark D if you do not perform the activity

(Adaptation from Bloom, 1964,, p. 123

II. Afterconsidering.all. the items below go back and reread all
items that- you responded to with letter'A..For each of these
mark a second response as follows: (Adaptation from Bloom,

1964, p.. 128.)

az"

1. 'Write B if you 4.e not really interested in the activity
and generally avoid it.

2. Write F if you are interested in the activity and, do
it willingly. .\

3. Write C if you do the activity because it makes you feel good,
gives you a feeling of satisfaction;

1. Continue to read a book, even if iedoes not seem interesting
at ,first.

2. Think about a problem over several days to clarify your thoughts
on it.

.3w Set up a continuum of possible choices before coming to conclpsions.

4. Put your ideas on paper to clarify them.

3. Consider the consequences of something you assume to be right.

6. Examin your actions to see if they contradict your beliefs.

71:Watch television.

8. Make an effort to alter your behavior to fit your idealsc
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9. Take a public stand on'something you think is right,

10. Go to the moVies.

Use a dictionary

Watch the news or

Use your free WI

Try to understand

to expand your vocabulary.

read w newspaper daily.

e to dakscuss topics brought up in class.

something which Seems,strange.

15. Go to a movie which your friends did not like because they did not
understand "it and said it vast "kinda wierd".

16. Take, notes on data in a history book and then learn the' data.

n.
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